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QJ MARTIN 

Another week of life, another seven days of 
self-isolation and COVID-19 fears. I hope that 
this week finds you all safe and healthy. I also 
hope that you’re getting along in spite of all the 
potential difficulties you’re facing. 

Writers are generally introverts, and I’m sure 
more than a few of us love the idea of being 
forced to sit at home and write all day long. 

However, another trait that can be prevalent in 
creative types, as it is in myself, is mental 
illness. Bipolar, depression, anxiety…While my 
illnesses are fairly gentle in comparison with 
some, I’m sure that more than a few writers are 
suffering because of the lack of association 
with friends and family. 

If that is your situation, please don’t give up. 
We’re all going to get through this eventually. 
Until it’s over, keep up the fight. 

The Writer’s Everything is released as a free 
weekly PDF download. If you’d like it sent 
directly to your email each Monday, then you 
can go to qjmartin.org/newsletter and sign up 
there to receive it. Be sure to check your junk 
folder in case the newsletter is accidentally 
filtered out of your inbox. 

If you would like to support The Writer’s 
Everything, as well as my other literary 
endeavors, be sure that I will never turn down 
donations. You can pledge your patronage at 
patreon.com/qjmartin. 

Until next time,  

QJ

From The Editor

Download back-issues of 
The Writer’s Everything 
for free right here.

https://qjmartin.org/twe/
https://qjmartin.org/newsletter/
https://patreon.com/qjmartin/
https://qjmartin.org/newsletter/
https://patreon.com/qjmartin/
https://qjmartin.org/twe/
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Developing Your 
Character 
QJ MARTIN 

Basic Information > Employment 

What does he do at his job? 
There are a great variety of positions that a 
character can have at any job. Often, the 
assignments that a character receives at his 
place of employment are based upon his own 
proficiencies and skill sets. However, at times, 
characters will either find their potential being 
wasted with the assignment of menial jobs that 
are far below their capabilities or, on the other 
hand, they will be assigned jobs for which they 
are completely under-qualified. Some workers 
may prove themselves to be incredibly capable 
and dependable, in which case they may find 
themselves being promoted to positions that are 
reserved for highly regarded and respected 
employees. Other workers may demonstrate 
themselves to be incompetent and inept, 
receiving complaints and even warranting 
disciplinary action. In Wild Hogs, Bobby Davis 
is an aspiring author who, after a failed attempt 
to get published, returns to his career as a 
plumber, which includes disgusting and 
humiliating tasks such as cleaning clogs in 
public restrooms. In Galaxy Quest, Gwen 
Demarco’s character on the TV show Galaxy 
Quest has the demeaning job of repeating 
everything that the ship’s computer says to the 
rest of the crew. 

Does he enjoy his job? 
• WHY OR WHY NOT? 

Some characters may love their jobs. They may 
not be able to wait to go into work, and would 
prefer working to other activities, either 
because it’s more fulfilling or because their 
home life is less satisfactory than they would 
like, or even unsafe in its own right. Other 

characters hate their jobs. They dread every 
single day of work, and they can’t stand the idea 
of going back to work after the conclusion of the 
weekend. In The Hunger Games, Effie Trinket 
hates having to go to District 12 every year to 
perform her duties as the escort of the tributes. 
In The Simpsons, Homer Simpson doesn’t enjoy 
his job, oftentimes choosing to sleep rather than 
care for his assignment of keeping an eye on the 
reactor dials. In The Office, Pam chooses to 
pursue jobs that she enjoys rather than sticking 
with her role as a receptionist. 

Does he put effort into his job? 
• WHY OR WHY NOT? 

The question of how much effort a character 
puts into his job involves many different 
factors. One is whether they enjoy the job or 
not. There’s also the question of how much they 
need the job or what the chances are that they’d 
be able to find a different job if they were to be 
fired. Another factor is whether the character 
wants to progress in his given career or if he’s 
happy enough where he is. In Chuck, Chuck 
Bartowski works very diligently to fulfill his role 
on the Nerd Herd, while the rest of the herd 
cares very little about performing well at work. 
In the early seasons of The Office, Dwight 
Schrute is constantly trying to earn the approval 
of Michael Scott, while Jim Halpert’s only 
concern is fraternizing with Pam Beesly. 

Is he actively trying to advance 
to higher positions? 
• IF SO, WHY? 

The corporate rat race can be a very strong 
source of motivation in the life of a character, 
affecting many, if not all, of their decisions and 
actions. In The Office, Dwight Schrute is 
constantly aspiring for a higher position than 
the one he actually has. This leads to him telling 
people that he is assistant regional manager 
rather than assistant to the regional manager. 
When he has the chance, he even attempts to 
steal Michael Scott’s position as manager. 
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Tricking Readers 
QJ MARTIN 

How often has this happened to you: You’re 
reading a book. Everything is going great. 
You’re enjoying it. Then, out of nowhere, you’re 
hit with that dreaded moment where you stop 
and roll your eyes. You put down the book and 
sigh. “That’s not how that works,” you say. 

As readers, only the most incredibly fortunate 
of us can say that we genuinely have not 
experienced this moment before. It’s more than 
likely that you’re in the majority that has 
experienced that situation yourself. 

Nothing ruins a good book quicker than 
inaccuracies and inconsistencies. As writers, 
that should be front and center on our minds as 
we develop our stories. Ideally, there will be 
people reading what we’ve written. And ideally, 
that readership will grow exponentially. 

That equates to a lot of readers with a lot of 
knowledge and a lot of experience and a lot of 
interests on one side. On the other, we find 
ourselves. ‘Little old me,’ having every word I 
write critiqued and analyzed. 

Is it possible for us as individual, lonely writers 
with simple, introverted lives to convince our 
audiences, with a combined IQ far beyond 
anything we could even conceive of, that we do, 
in fact, know what we’re talking about? Can we 
convince them that our stories are accurate and 
they can feel free to check their concerns at the 
door and just enjoy them? 

The solution, I believe, is that we have to work 
hard to “trick” our readers. There was a 
suggestion discussed on multiple episodes of 
the writing podcast Writing Excuses that I 
believe is key for achieving this goal. 

The idea they presented was that, as a writer, 
you have a budget of free passes, or gimmes. 

There are a certain number of things you can 
expect your audience to accept without 
question. 

The number of free passes you get is not static. 
In fact, you can earn your reader’s suspension 
of disbelief as if its currency that you can collect 
and spend as needed. 

Put simply, if you convince your readers that 
you know what you’re talking about by 
demonstrating your knowledge clearly and early 
on, then they will be more and more inclined to 
put their faith in you as a writer. 

Take as an example the first two excellent 
seasons of the BBC drama Sherlock. Sherlock 
Holmes has been an incomparable genius ever 
since his first appearance in A Study in Scarlet, 
released in 1887. 

The problem is that the writers who have 
depicted him in adaptations such as Sherlock 
have had to do so without his unbelievable gifts. 
This would justly scare the crap out of any sane 
writer. They’re not just being judged on the 
quality of their story, but on their ability to do 
the impossible. 

So what did Stephen Moffat do in his premiere 
episode of Sherlock, A Study in Pink, to 
demonstrate the main character’s extraordinary 
capacity for deduction? 

From Sherlock’s very introduction, Moffat took 
advantage of every opportunity to demonstrate 
his mental abilities.  

With one glance at his future best friend John 
Watson, he was able to identify his career as a 
medical doctor, the location of his stationing, 
his psychological profile, and his desire to be 
Sherlock’s flatmate. 

When Watson pulled out his cellphone, 
Sherlock managed to deduce that it was a gift 
from his alcoholic brother, a deduction that was 
accurate in everything but gender. 
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All of these deductions, upon further 
inspection, make perfect sense. They hold up 
under scrutiny. Every piece of the evidence 
presented fits into place perfectly in order to 
form the picture as he portrays it. 

After careful observation, you can’t help but 
believe that Stephen Moffat himself is fully 
capable of discovering the same amount of 
detail if he was to meet John Watson in real life. 

That, of course, is so far from the realm of 
possibility for most writers that it’s laughable at 
best. What Stephen Moffat did in the creation of 

this episode was to work backwards. He started 
with the answers, the deductions, and then no 
doubt spent days, if not weeks, figuring out 
what clues there could possibly be to lead him 
towards that answer. 

There are three advantages that Moffat had in 
the creation of this episode. 

First, Stephen Moffat had as much time as he 
needed to depict Sherlock Holmes as a genius. 
He had the ability to brainstorm, discuss, 
organize, and polish what became a scene of 
less than a minute on-screen. 
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Writing Definitions
Act One 

In a three-act structure, act one is used as 
a source of exposition. It establishes who 
the main characters of the story are, what 
the world they live in is like, and also 
includes the hook, inciting incident, key 
event, catalyst, and first plot point.

Inciting Incident 

An event which launches the actions of the 
story, usually by drastically impacting the 
life of the main character and moving them 
to action. It is at times also the key event 
or the catalyst, while at other times it is 
separate from them.

First Plot Point 

The moment when the setup ends and the 
character crosses a point of no return. 
Rather than being something that happens 
to the character, such as the inciting 
incident, it usually involves the choices of 
the character himself to act.

Catalyst 

Another word for the inciting incident or 
key event, depending on which school of 
thought you subscribe to. It is what moves 
the main character to action. For example, 
the selection of Prim’s name as tribute was 
the catalyst of The Hunger Games.

Hook 

A narrative hook is a literary technique in 
which your novel opens with something 
that ‘hooks’ the reader’s attention. This 
can include mysterious settings, dramatic 
actions, engaging characters, as well as 
entering the story “in medias res”.

Key Event 

When used as a separate term from the 
inciting incident, the key event is the event 
in which the character becomes engaged 
by the inciting incident. For more 
information, see KM Weiland’s blog post, 
The Secrets of Story Structure Pt. 5.

https://www.helpingwritersbecomeauthors.com/secrets-of-story-structure-pt-5/
https://www.helpingwritersbecomeauthors.com/secrets-of-story-structure-pt-5/
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Second, Stephen Moffat had near-
unlimited resources available during 
the writing of this episode. He might 
not have known anything about the 
qualities of soldiers in Afghanistan 
and Iraq, but he had the internet. He 
had experts available on any field 
imaginable that could answer his 
inquiries with the click of a button. 
He could research as much as 
needed until his writing was polished 
like a gem. 

Third, the viewer had precious few 
moments to register what Sherlock 
had said to John Watson, and even 
less time to decipher it and come to 
the conclusion that Sherlock Holmes 
is, in fact, a genius. 

From that moment on, the viewer is 
willing to believe more and more of 
what Sherlock says on blind faith. 
Eventually, the writers of the show 
got to the point where they could 
simply let him make an observation 
and go about his business without 
any need for explanation. 

That trust built all the way to the end 
of the second season, when not a 
single viewer doubted that Sherlock 
had an unbelievable plan in place 
when he jumped off that roof. 

Unfortunately, that trust does have 
limits, and the premiere of season 
three of Sherlock pushed the 
viewers’ suspension of disbelief past 
its breaking point. They realized how 
implausible everything they were 
being presented was, and thus the 
writers’ spell over them was broken. 

How can we succeed in tricking our 
readers? Just like Stephen Moffat, 
there are three things we can do. 
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Writing Concepts
Iconic Characters 

An iconic character is a character that stands out from, 
as well as elevates, the story in which they are in.  

Iconic characters are ones who the readers love to 
spend time with, and they wish that they could 
continue to do so long after the story is over. 

While main characters may be the first to come to 
mind when talking of iconic characters, the terms are 
not necessarily interchangeable. Iconic characters 
could include any primary or secondary characters. 

In some cases, they will be the main characters of the 
story. For example, Indiana Jones and Superman are 
both iconic characters in their respective series. 

In Star Wars IV: A New Hope, on the other hand, Luke 
Skywalker is the main character. Yet if you ask anyone 
to name their favorite characters from the film, Darth 
Vader and Han Solo would no doubt be the first ones 
to come to mind. They are iconic characters because 
of their unique and interesting qualities. 

In fact, iconic characters can, at times, greatly 
outshine the main character. While Rick Grimes is the 
main character of The Walking Dead, Daryl Dixon is 
without a doubt the most iconic character in the series. 

Harley Quinn easily stands out as an iconic character 
in Suicide Squad, despite Deadshot actor Will Smith’s 
own popularity in real life. 

At times, the iconic character may even be the 
antagonist of the story. This is the case in such films as 
The Dark Knight, The Silence of the Lambs, Black 
Panther, and the Harry Potter series, where Joker, 
Hannibal Lector, Killmonger, and Lord Voldemort are 
far and away the most iconic characters of their 
respective films. 
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1. Take as much time as you need. 

Writing a novel is a journey of months, if not 
years. The best part is that you don’t have to get 
it all perfect on your first go. 

Most writers operate under the belief that the 
first draft of their novel has to be perfect. The 
truth is that it is the first step in a long, multi-
stepped process. You don’t have to have all the 
answers when you start writing.  

2. Do your research and talk to experts. 

Unfortunately there are occasions when time 
alone will not be enough to successfully write a 
story. There’s only so much that you can do on 
your own, and there are many occasions where 
you can’t BS your way through the details. 

There will be times when you do not have the 
knowledge necessary to complete your writing 
on your own. This is especially the case when 
dealing with topics of science, real-world 
cultures, jobs, settings, and so on. Ask the 
experts. Read articles about the topics of your 
story. Heck, read entire books about them. 

If you want to write about Cleveland, Ohio, go 
visit Cleveland. Or, during this COVID-19 
pandemic, traverse the city on Google Maps. 
Open up Twitter and find some Cleveland 
natives to give you the down low on the city. 

If you want to write about police officers, watch 
a documentary or two. Interview an officer or, 
when the stay-at-home orders are rescinded, 
look into the possibility of going out on a ride-
along so you can gain first-hand knowledge. 

If you want to write about the effects of 
relativity, such as those on display in the 
Ender’s Game series and Interstellar, pick up a 
couple books from the library. Message a 
college professor or a science aficionado. You 
have the opportunity, and the time, to learn and 
discover as you go. 

3. Keep up the pace of the story. 

Many of the deductions presented in Sherlock, 
especially the early ones, were explained and 
reasoned out for us to understand, even if just 
for a second. 

Later on, they were presented at breakneck 
speeds. We often didn’t have the time to even 
register the details before the next deduction 
came along. 

As writers, we have the option to either slow 
down the pace and focus on every little detail, 
keeping things front and center in our readers’ 
minds, or we can present the facts and move on. 

We can give whatever details we need to, as 
quickly as possible, to make it sound like we 
know exactly what we’re talking about. Then we 
can keep moving, letting the high quality of our 
narrative carry our readers forward through the 
story without a second thought. 

What tactics have you found for tricking your 
readers? If you’d like to share your techniques, 
send me a tweet at the following address: 
twitter.com/qj_author. 

And be sure to check out the incredibly helpful 
writing community while you’re there. 
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Cinematic 
Storytelling—
Marvel End Battles, 
Part Four 
QJ MARTIN 

In twelve years, the Marvel Cinematic Universe 
has managed to re lease twenty-three 
blockbusters that, at worst were still successful 
at the box office, and at best currently hold the 
record for the highest-grossing film of all time. 

When it comes to blockbuster franchises, only 
the James Bond series has more films among its 
ranks. Yet the MCU has managed to earn twice 
as much any other series in history, including 
that of said super-spy. 

Over the last three issues of this magazine, I 
have discussed one major issue that all of these 
films share. That issue is the general tendency 
they all have of containing copy-and-paste end 
battles. Throughout those articles, I have 
analyzed and ranked all the films based on the 
originality of said end battles. 

The list started out with The Incredible Hulk, 
which was far and away the most generic good 
guy vs. bad-guy-with-the-exact-same-powers 
punching match in the whole of the MCU. It 
went on from there all the way until the most 
unique and original film, Avengers: Endgame. 

This list was not based on the quality of the 
films as a whole, but rather how different their 
end battles managed to be, and how much they 
managed to stand out from the crowd. 

For reference, the list, in order, is: The 
Incredible Hulk, Black Panther, Thor: The 
Dark World, Iron Man 2, Avengers: Age of 
Ultron, Spider-Man: Homecoming, Captain 
America: The First Avenger, Iron Man, Thor, 

Ant-Man, Guardians of the Galaxy Vol. 2, 
Captain America: The Winter Soldier, Marvel’s 
The Avengers, Ant-Man and the Wasp, Captain 
America: Civil War, Avengers: Infinity War, 
Captain Marvel, Iron Man 3, Thor: Ragnarok, 
Doctor Strange, Guardians of the Galaxy, 
Spider-Man: Far From Home, and Avengers: 
Endgame. 

But in my opinion, the most important reason 
for us as authors to look at, review, and analyze 
other stories such as these is so that we can take 
away lessons from them and make our own 
stories all the better for it. 

Through thousands of years of history, 
humanity has demonstrated itself to be one big 
collaboration. Humans have learned from each 
other, learned from history, and built off of 
what’s come before. So while some writers are 
very apprehensive about looking at the works of 
others for lessons, I believe that it’s an 
absolutely essential aspect of our humanity. 

So what can we learn about the end battles of 
the twenty-three films of the MCU? 

Limiting the Suspension of Disbelief 

One of the most obvious things that we can find 
while analyzing all of these films is that the 
more original and out of the ordinary the film, 
as well as the hero, are, the less original the 
villain and the end battles usually tend to be. 

In a film that’s meant to introduce you to the 
concept of a real-world hero in a technologically 
advanced super-suit, the suit itself is where the 
line is drawn for the suspension of disbelief. 
Imagine if Iron Man, in the first Iron Man film, 
had faced Dormammu, or even Ronan the 
Accuser. The writers of this film already had to 
prove to us beyond the shadow of a doubt that 
the technology of these suits is not just possible, 
but real. Introducing such odd and unique 
varieties of characters and settings would 

 8
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extend the suspension of disbelief and pull you 
out of the story. 

In fact, Iron Man 2 continued the theme of 
villains stealing technology from Stark. It wasn’t 
until Captain America: The First Avenger 
introduced super-soldiers that Iron Man 3 felt 
comfortable providing us with a unique villain, 
a walking reactor rather than a suit thief. 

Ant-Man and Black Panther l ikewise 
introduced us as the audience to new and 
different technologies and settings. Doctor 
Strange provided the audience with one of the 
biggest leaps we’ve seen so far. To solidify all 
these new concepts and ideas, rather than have 
him fight a man in an advanced suit or a shape-
shifting alien, the writers pitted him against a 
fellow sorcerer. In fact, even the inclusion of 
Dormammu felt like a clear evolution of the 
celestial beings in Guardians of the Galaxy. 

So, as authors, is it necessary for us to resist 
taking it too far with our own suspension of 
disbelief? Do we need to keep things within a 
category when we write, not veering too far 
from what’s been established already? 

This is a hard question to answer. In a way, this 
is the very definition of genres. When someone 
picks up a fantasy book, they expect knights and 
wizards. When someone picks up a sci-fi book, 
they expect robots and spaceships. 

Are there fantasy stories with robots and 
spaceships? Yes there are. Take as an example 
Final Fantasy. Are there sci-fi stories with 
knights and wizards? Yes there are. Take as an 
example Destiny. 

But are these the exceptions that prove the 
rule? That’s where things get a little bit 
complicated. For every successful story that 
blends genres, there are a thousand more 
successful stories that don’t risk it. 

I think the number one thing you need in order 
to successfully develop large-scale stories with 
multiple unique elements is a proven track 
record. It’s important not to start your career 
off by breaking the rules. This may work for the 
rare author, but for the most part, I believe that 
we need to start with the basics and establish 
ourselves as writers before we branch out. 

What’s Best For Character Development 

Another lesson that I believe we can learn from 
the MCU films is the way originality affects 
character development. For the most part, the  
greater the similarity of the villain to the hero, 
such as in Iron Man and Doctor Strange, the 
more they fade into the background, placing the 
focus solely on the hero and their development. 

So from this point of view, you could draw the 
conclusion that making them essentially the 
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same characters but evil allows the villain’s 
personality to be a foil to that of the hero. This 
permits you to develop the hero to the greatest 
extent possible in the story. 

Of course, that’s not always the case. It can’t be 
that easy. Some of the best character-driven 
stories of the MCU come when the hero is faced 
with a unique and different villain. Doctor 
Strange (on the flip side) and Spider-Man: Far 
From Home come readily to mind. While they 
could have demonstrated the same character 
development if they were being reflected off of 
identical villains, it’s ultimately the uniqueness 
of the villains that offers the setting necessary 
for their character development. 

Mysterio was the physical personification of the 
lies and self-doubt that Spider-Man had to learn 
how to look past in order to develop as a 
character and move beyond Tony Stark’s death. 
Dormammu presented Doctor Strange with 
such a unique set of circumstances that he was 
able to demonstrate his skills and resolve the 
battle in a way that would have been impossible 
against Kaecilius alone. 

But for every Doctor Strange, there’s a Captain 
Marvel. Captain Marvel was wholly unique in 
the fact that Carol Danvers was so completely 
over-powered when compared to her enemies. 
Yet that provided us with virtually no 
opportunity for character development. We 

didn’t see her resolve. Rather, we only saw her 
empowerment. 

So yet again, there’s a caveat with the question 
of what’s best for your story-telling, and that is 
that it just depends on your story. It depends on 
what situation your character needs to confront 
in order to fulfill his character arc. 

What your character needs to face could be a 
reflection of himself, in order to demonstrate 
his evolution and the ending of his character 
arc. Or it could be something completely 
unique, in order to emphasize other qualities 
that they’ve had to develop along the way, such 
as bravery and creativity. 

Same Old Same Old is Boring 

Finally, there’s one lesson from these twenty-
three films that I feel is undeniable. For the 
most part, having the hero face an evil clone of 
himself is just plain boring. 

The less the ending of the film is used to reflect 
the main character’s personal arc, the worse the 
end result is, because the only thing that was 
capable of carrying the story forward, the 
unique character development, is also lacking. 

Examples of this include, beyond a shadow of a 
doubt, The Incredible Hulk and Thor: The Dark 
World. Neither of these films had overly 
interesting or well-developed main characters 
with profound character arcs. And neither of 
them had an end battle that was in any way 
necessary or significant for their character arc. 
So what we’re left with is an even planed battle 
of veritable similitude that never achieves the 
status of “interesting” or even “entertaining”. 

On the other hand, some of the most 
outstanding end battles in the MCU have 
earned their position because of their 
uniqueness. One such battle that comes to mind 
is that of Captain America: The Winter Soldier. 
The way the story evolved past a super-powered 
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punching match and allowed Steve Rogers the 
opportunity to just give up rather than kill his 
best friend was so unique and so profoundly 
fresh and enjoyable. 

Likewise, seeing Thor realize that he actually 
had to give up in Thor: Ragnarok and utterly 
destroy Asgard in order to save the Asgardians 
is a profound and emotional event that stuck 
with us long after the film ended. 

So now let’s open it up to you, dear reader. As 
unique human beings with unique histories and 
experiences, each one of us is going to have a 
different take-away, even when looking at the 
exact same stories with the exact same objective 
and perspective. 

So let’s collaborate with each other. What 
lessons do you believe can be learned from the 
end battles of the twenty-three MCU films? Let 
me know on Twitter at twitter.com/twe_mag or 
twitter.com/qj_author. 

I look forward to hearing from you and having 
the opportunity to learn from your own unique 
perspective. 

Next week’s issue of The Writer’s Everything is 
going to look at the roles of the two Captain 
America: Civil War bugs, Ant-Man and Spider-
Man. Were they misplaced in their respective 
roles? Find out next time.
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Identifying Theme
Frozen contains a 
very straight-forward 
yet meaningful theme. 
It’s most clearly represented in Elsa’s 
character arc. She starts out being afraid 
of her magical powers. Because of her 
history with them, she feels the need to 
hide them and not be who she truly is. 

When she’s forced to reveal her powers to 
her subjects, she immediately runs away, 
going to live by herself. The following song 
in this musical animated picture clearly 
identifies the theme that she represents, 
which is about whether to be ashamed of 
who she is, or to embrace it and be proud 
of herself and her powers.

At the same time, 
another theme is 
developed in the film 

which relates to the relationship that Elsa 
and Anna have with each other. That 
theme is about family. It’s the question 
throughout the film about whether they will 
work through things together and unitedly 
face their challenges, or if Elsa will 
abandon her sister and live on her own. 

The end result is that Elsa realizes the 
need to embrace her relationship with her 
sister, and she chooses to make that her 
number one priority. In the end, they both 
come to understand the importance of 
family and the need to fight for it.
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